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Hi, I’m one of the DAISEE’s core team members

@samr1

#energy

#gouvernance

#tech

#HW & SW

#blockchain



And we are core contributors of a larger 
community



#TiersLieu

#TiersLieu

Co-produced by



and

#SuperLab

http://bit.ly/beyondblockchain
http://bit.ly/beyondblockchain


Why this organization is important ?
because directed organizations fail to succeed

60% of companies’ IoT projects do not go 
beyond POC, says CISCO



Basically, Daisee is NOT a startup

We are a open research network of people 
and orgs committed to build the Internets of 

Energy and build it as a Common.



 A few words about Commons

Commons to Commons

Commons = Shared Resource(s) 
+ Community of Contributors 
+ Community-Based Rules



Why we need commons ?

Commons to Commons

Because, the world is complex... We need no 
more ‘users’ but engaged citizens who 

govern their sustainable way of life.



Our assumption
We need to design in the energy world the 
co-production of shared resources among 

several players even competing.

Why an open basis ?



Why is that we think about
Energy as a common

In the long run

Renewable electricity price

See Energy as abundance
Even if Energy IS NOT abundant

Emergence 

More and more local energy producers
=/=

Production centralization

Requires to rethink the governance



 InternetS of Energy

Decentralized Autonomous Interconnected 
System for Energy Efficiency

Energy as a Common(s)

slock.it Procommuns.net



Rebuilding the link between the 
producer and the consumer



Based on a distributed energy ata 
and physical infrastructure

Local market placeInfrastructure (distributed)

Electricity Data
(consumption and production)



Infrastructure “hardware” IoT 
“blockchain friendly”



Experimental proto v0.2
from Pow > PoA



What we’ve learnt from our first 
run of experiment (pow based)



BUllshit is everywhere

1



Data transfer costs

2
The low-cost of 
small-amount 

transactions is verified in 
the case of limited 
interaction with the 

blockchain.

 If continued and 
permanent interaction with 
the blockchain is required, 

then the fees pilling up 
can entails high amount 

bills.



Full blockchain based real time 
transaction is complex

3
"Real-time transaction 

possible" : it is faster than a 
Western Union transaction. 

However, for a blockchain 
used on a regular basis, takes 

from a few second to few 
minutes. This is not real-time.



Blockchain are not built for data 
storage

4
Blockchain technologies are 
not designed to store huge 
amount of data, since the 
more data you store, the 
heavier the blockchain.

You loose in flexibility as well 
as in distributed potential.



Common based work is a 
necessity

5
Common

=
Shared resources 

+
Community of contributors

+
Community-based rules

Commons to Commons



Actually we do not necessarily need blockchain 
… considering unchanged industrial paradigm



Blockchain technologies alone are (really) useless

BUT
the (original) underlying philosophy is (em)powerful to 

think the future of our critical infrastructures. 

Then… What about Blockchain ?



Technology is 
the answer but 
what was the 

question?

---

cEDRIC pRICE



What is our focus now?



0- Information, knowledge and 
intelligence are key



1- mix organisations



2- We hybridize technologies



Territories ready to co-
deploy DAISEE

Experts organisations to 
co-develop DAISEE

Passionated contributors 
to co-create DaISEE 

URBAN Commons INDUSTRIAL Commons EXPERTISE Commons

3- produce commons



Commons to Commons

3- consider politics 

if technology 
(algorithms) 

helps 
managing 
(common) 

goods 
through 
shared 

governance 
with code

And that code is law … who set the governance 
rules ?



@ryu5t @samr1

DAISEE.ORG



The context



How can we survive the anthropocene?



What we’re witnessing ...



Exponential evolution of the 
technologies

In ALL the industrial 
sectors



A strong interdependency of the 
networks | Electricity

From Tesla for instance who shaping both electricity use and distribution



A strong interdependency of the 
networks | IT & Telco

To IT and Telco with the blockchain trend for instance (Ethereum) pushing to redefine how 
we think a distributed peer-to-peer network



A hybrid and complex world

In any industrial sector, from agriculture to energy, from transport to building there’s a 
tendency towards distributed systems



What’s coming ...





Really… it’s not a joke

If no measure is taken, the energy 
needed to power the infrastructure of the 
Web in 2030 would be tantamount to the 
energy consumed by humanity in 2008.*

* W3C Web We Can Afford Community Group

https://www.w3.org/community/wwca/




digital Commons



Who are we ?



Build great community 
with ALL the expertises 
need to remix the world.

PRAGMATIC
TECHNOLOGY AGNOSTICS

ETHICAL & CURIOUS

EXPERT & NON-EXPERT
CIVIC-ENTREPRENEURS



#TiersLieu

#TiersLieu

Co-produced by



Co-produced by

#SuperLab

http://bit.ly/beyondblockchain
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On more thing...



We DO love DAOs. 
We’re working on it...

Slock.it



And we think DAO is design first

our increasingly complex society requires 
more design (...) design has grown from 
‘nice to have’ to ‘need to have’

because solutions will have to survive into a future 
different from today, the ability to design well 

becomes more important

Where supermarkets in the 1960s stocked 1000 
products, today’s supermarkets carry between 20,000 

and 40,000 items. All these products need to be 
created, produced, marketed, bought and used

“Open Design Now” - Bert Mulder


